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why: perhaps the best episode of the series for those who don't like the one-note template the rest of the first movie
followed. in this story, lupin helps a rich girl (fujiko) get out of a dangerous situation by means of a crash landing. in
his return home, the craft is also used to thwart a terrorist's attack. the story was written by the original lupin author,
monkey punch, and features some of his best artwork. this is a nice break from the usual series formula. what it is:
literally every movie in this series is stolen, including lupin and final showdown. lupin (lupin iii) is now an agent with
the interpol criminal police organization. although he's played an important role in the original comics and the show's
opening titles, he's relegated to the third act for this one. along with goemon, he goes on a mission to locate and
recover a number of stolen works of art by leonardo da vinci. why: lupin iii, a man of intrigue who never gets caught,
is an excellent, often overlooked example of his type of character. in a very simple way, the secret that drives lupin
is simple: lupin likes to rob, and he likes his money so much he'll do whatever it takes to get it. aside from that, it's a
bit anticlimactic. what it is: the super-famous thief, lupin, faces the supreme challenge of his career—he must steal
the most valuable treasure the world has ever seen. once it's in his possession, he faces an even greater challenge to
get it back. as the story begins, lupin has managed to steal an ancient persian treasure known as the eye of the
gods. but the thief is now being hunted by a group of assassins from a secretive, elite organization known as the
black organization. and the time has come for lupin to confront the organization's leader and face the ultimate test of
his courage. the black organization needs to be defeated before they can get their hands on the precious treasure.
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why:i watched this movie many years ago on tv. i think it is about the golden age of lupin as a detective. i had no
idea this movie has 5 dvd's in the us. i had seen some bad english dubbed version. this version has cool voices to

boot. this would be a great rewatch even if you have watched this version previously. you could say this is the best of
the us kiddy dvds and the french bandai dubbing work. this is a cheap poor dub with the best us kiddy dvd's.the

chiras are trying to get a chinese magic stone of infinity. the lanterns use this stone to open a gateway and summon
a chinese assassin, huang long. this bad guy is on the trail of the golden balls which have amazing power. it was a

wacky adventure with some good action scenes. why: i saw this movie on a old, black-and-white tv around the mid to
late 70s. back then, to me, lupin was this disorganized kid who talked too much and just sort of went from problem to

problem without any kind of real strategy. he was very, very white, especially compared to his bandaged-up butch
sidekick who knew how to handle himself. this version cleaned up that stuff and made lupin a lot smarter and more
thoughtful - in part because of the way he's written. this version also included my favorite theme song of all time.

when i found out the english version included it, i was giddy. i was in the 4th grade and this was sort of the first time
i became interested in lupin. i had seen some of the other japanese lupin movies (this is one of them), but this was
the first time i got properly hooked. i was sort of a nerd in the 4th grade, and this was, of course, the time before

personal computers and the internet. most of the other stuff i was reading was sci-fi or maybe a bit of fantasy, but
lupin was my first real "adult" reading. so, yeah, it's lupin and goemon in a world of thematic adventure (the original
goemon movie comes to mind, as does treasure island and the early anime version of the seven samurai.) i was so

impressed with this flick that, even in my 8th grade vhs tape of american ninja, i tracked this down as the best lupin,
and then became obsessed with the original manga and anime. i have probably watched this 30 times and always
love it. of all the lupin movies, this is the one that shows the pre-jigen and the mature adult side to him, and while i
like the other versions to an extent, this is my favorite. the only complaint i have about the english dub is that they

call lupin by his nickname "lupin the third." i really really hate it when the dub changes an anime character's
nickname. i can live with it here and there, but it's too often. edit: i like this movie because it's visually striking, with
good action. the manga also features good action - i have the first seven volumes of the original manga, and i know
they're better than this (funnily enough, the plot of this adaptation never changes between volumes 1 and 7.) this
movie follows the plot so closely you can follow it along with the manga. i really don't understand why the anime
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didn't stick with the manga, but i guess that's an evolution of media that i'm not too familiar with. 5ec8ef588b
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